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Remarks at Balazs Györffy memorial event 

Michael Berry, Bristol 17 November 2012 
(slightly edited) 

It’s an honour to be asked to speak at this afternoon of remembering, this celebration 
for our dear colleague and friend Balazs Györffy. But it’s an honour I never wanted. 
By rights - and I mean statistically - it should have been the other way round: the men 
in my family die young. But Balazs was so strong, so superfit, that, as one of our 
former colleagues wrote, if anyone would be immortal it would be Balazs.  

He was born in Hungary in 1938. When the revolution in 1956 was brutally 
suppressed, Balazs took a chance and defected to America, where he had the typical 
immigrant experience: taking menial jobs to support himself (he often reminisced 
about working in a Jewish funeral home). His prowess as a swimmer got him a 
scholarship to Yale: for a while he held the world record for the butterfly stroke. This 
was a lifelong enthusiasm. We admired at the way he charged through the water, a 
human speedboat. 

But physics  - theoretical physics - soon became a competing obsession, and 
after his first graduation he was accepted to study for a Ph.D with one of the world’s 
leading optical scientists, the Nobelist Willis Lamb. At that time - the mid-1960s - 
lasers were new and strange. Balazs created the theory of an unfamiliar type: the ring 
laser. But soon his interests shifted from photons en masse to electrons in crowds, in 
condensed matter: crystals, disordered alloys, liquids, superconductors… This subject 
requires fiendishly difficult calculations in quantum physics, and Balazs pioneered a 
powerful technique - the coherent potential approximation - that soon got him noticed.  

He moved to England. As one of his referees later wrote in support of his 
appointment here: “He finds the political and social systems of Eastern Europe and 
the USA both distasteful, and thinks Britain, by comparison, has unique virtues”. 
After a few years in London and Sheffield, he came to Bristol, as a lecturer, in 1970. 
John Ziman had arrived a few years before and was building up the theoretical 
physics group. One of our lecturers left, leaving a vacancy that was advertised. There 
were several excellent candidates but after the interviews and presentations there was 
no doubt Balazs would get the job. I remember Ziman telling me: “This Györffy is 
not only a good physicist; he is a mensch” That Yiddish-German term of praise 
describes someone who is strong, manly in a sense with no hint of machismso - a 
person of integrity, full of life, warm, generous, positive, comfortable in his skin: 
Balazs to a T. Another colleague, John Nye, recently wrote to me: “I remember well 
when we welcomed him to Bristol, expecting him to stir us all up, as he did.”  

What a handsome man he was! A beautiful man! Everyone immediately loved 
him - Carole too: what a glamourous and popular couple they were! They arrived in 
Bristol at the same time as I was leaving for three months abroad, so it was natural to 
lend them my flat during that time. When I came back, we shared the place for a 
while and became the best of friends – lifelong friends. Having Balazs as a friend 
meant having someone you could trust completely. 

He was a man of wide culture, gregarious and congenial, and deeply 
intellectual. According to the same referee for his job here: “[Györffy] is interested in 
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intellectual matters generally, and one tends to find on his desk books…such…as 
‘The Influence of Fifteenth Century Florentine Art on Bagpipe Folk Music in 
Scotland’”. He and Carole soon established regular Saturday-morning gatherings, first 
in a local café and later in their home. All sorts of people - writers, philosophers, 
scientists, political activists - discussed pretty well everything. No subject was off 
limits in salon Györffy. Related to this, and fast-forwarding to now, there has been a 
very welcome resurgence of intellectuality in our university’s relations with the City 
of Bristol; Balazs’s involvement was as an active member of the committee arranging 
Art Lectures.  

One aspect of Balazs’s character that we soon discovered was his keen sense 
of social justice. For years he resented an experience in Sheffield: it rankled with him 
that, in court for a motoring offence, the magistrate ordered him to take his hands out 
of his pockets. He never understood how his infringement of the traffic laws was 
connected with where he parked his hands. More seriously, he became a lifelong 
active supporter of the Labour party, involved in local and national elections, and was 
a committed school governor for a number of years.  

Driving was a temporary phase in Balazs’s life. He would have been fine, 
apart from sharing the road with other motorists. I remember being a passenger while 
we were on the road discussing physics. A tricky point came up, that needed his full 
attention; he stopped abruptly in the middle of a busy road, oblivious to traffic forced 
to manoeuvre around both sides of the obstruction he had created, until the question 
was resolved. And there was a famous occasion when Balazs was driving a colleague 
up the M6 to a conference in Manchester, again while animatedly discussing physics. 
After several hours, they wondered why the journey was so long, until they saw a 
sign: welcome to Scotland.  

The absent-minded professor is a familiar cliché. Balazs was an effortless 
exponent. Once, arriving back from a trip to the USA, he left his bag in a restaurant in 
London, with $1000 in it (he got it back). His most spectacular accomplishment of 
this type was to forget his passport and then talk his way, without documents, out of 
the UK, into Germany, and then through the old Soviet checkpoint into East Berlin 
(and back). 

Physicists have different ways of working. Balazs’s was to be strongly 
interactive: the most strongly collaborative physicist I have known - I would say 
relentlessly collaborative. On every scientific trip abroad he accumulated several new 
colleagues and new research projects. Often, these collaborators would eventually 
arrive in Bristol, to continue working with him as post-docs. They came from all over 
the world. An interesting consequence was that sometimes there were several 
researchers from the same country, so we heard a variety of languages in animated 
conversation in the theoretical physics corridor: over the years, Spanish, Italian, and 
of course Hungarian. Now, Bristol has an admirable policy across the university of 
welcoming new colleagues regardless of where they come from. But Balazs did it 
decades ago: the internationality of science personified. 

 He was a much-loved teacher, especially in the way he inspired generations of 
research students with his graduate lectures. And he certainly inspired me. I’ll be 
technical for a moment. In 1976, when I was starting to think about what became 
quantum chaology, he drew my attention to a then-obscure branch of mathematical 
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physics called random-matrix theory. This observation turned out to be seminal 
(though still not widely appreciated). It stimulated a major theme of my own scientific 
life, and led, through a chain of connections I won’t elaborate, to a worldwide 
explosion of research activity that continues still, with Bristol physics, and Bristol 
mathematics, playing a major part. From little acorns, mighty oak trees grow. 

He was unswervingly loyal to the physics department. For him, the highest 
form of loyalty was not compliance or a comfortable conformity; no, it was robust 
criticism of any initiative or policy that he regarded as misguided. He knew in his 
bones what successive Heads of Physics have been wise enough to understand but 
university management occasionally needs to be reminded of: that universities thrive 
on disagreement: it is their fuel. They are models for the wider world, of how we can 
disagree without being disagreeable.  

 [to Balazs’s relatives who were present] In this your hardest time, I hope you 
can take some comfort from what you surely know already, but I’ll say it again: in 
this building, in this department, in Bristol university, among all the people here today 
and many others worldwide, Balazs was not only respected: he was very much loved.  

 


